Department of Electronics Engineering
AMU, Aligarh

Correction in Answer Key of M.Tech (Electronics) Admission Test

Dated: 13/06/2019

This is regarding admission test of M.Tech (Electronics) for the session 2019-2020 held on 10/06/2019. The answer keys of the test paper (both series: A and B) was uploaded on 10/06/2019.

Below is the final status of answer keys

1. Q.50 in Question Booklet A and Q.87 in Question Booklet B are cancelled.
2. Q.59 in Question Booklet A and Q.96 in Question Booklet B: Answer is option C.(5.05)
3. Q.83 in Question Booklet A and Q.20 in Question Booklet B: Answer is option A.(370kHz)
4. Q.58 in Question Booklet A and Q.95 in Question Booklet B: Answer is option A.(0)
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